Effect of electric field and temperature gradient on the orientational dynamics of liquid crystals in a microvolume cylindrical cavity.
We have considered a homogeneously aligned liquid crystal (HALC) microvolume confined between two infinitely long horizontal coaxial cylinders and investigated dynamic field pumping, i.e., studied the interactions between director, velocity, and electric E fields as well as a radially applied temperature gradient inverted Delta T, where the inner cylinder is kept at a lower temperature than the outer one. In order to elucidate the role of inverted Delta T in producing hydrodynamic flow u, we have carried out a numerical study of a system of hydrodynamic equations including director reorientation, fluid flow, and temperature redistribution across the HALC cavity. Calculations show that only under the influence of inverted Delta T does the initially quiescent HALC sample settle down to a stationary flow regime with horizontal component of velocity u(eq)(r). The effects of inverted Delta T and of the size of the HALC cavity on magnitude and direction of u(eq)(r) have been investigated for a number of hydrodynamic regimes. Calculations also showed that E influences only the director redistribution across the HALC but not the magnitude of the velocity u(eq)(r).